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Maxder's new KE workbenches are composed
of modular steel structures that can be assembled in many different ways to create all kind of
workstations. They ensure excellent stability and
great strenght at a very interesting price/quality
ratio. Modular structures could be assembled
side-by-side, opposite each other or into corners
both with upright profiles (equipped with light,
shelf and electrification), middle profiles (equipped with electrification and shelf) and low profile
(only with worktop).
Each structure might be supplied with a chest of
drawers, a tool panel, a box holding bar and many
other accessories. Custom colors are avaiable
upon request.
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KE workbench 150 cm

new fastening
system

standard colors:
ivory
dark grey

KE workbenches with corner
structure h. 132 cm

Technical date
Antistatic standard worktops and scratchproof laminate in a black
frame.
Dimension of standard worktops 150x85cm depth.
Shelf repositionable along the column, avaiable both 150x35cm
depth or 200x35cm depth.
Standard kit electrification wired 220V- 16A included;
switch for light
4 Bivalent sockets
3 Schuko sockets
Illumination wired quickly with plug connector
Light lamp with rail for tools electric and pneumatic
Anti-glare lamp with 2 x 36W ( for150 cm workbench) neon tubes
with electronic starter and 6X18 W tubes (for 200 cm workbenches).
Upright profiles available in height 195/132/88cm.
Adjustable legs (up/down)
Hard steel structure (15/10) ivory epoxy powder coated Ral 1013
Ergonomic workbenches
Easy to assembly in only 15 minutes
Assembly tools included.
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KE motorized workbench
Way slide rail
with carriage
Shelf 150x35 cm,
height adjustable
along the upright
profile

Automatic circuit
breaker

Adjustable height
from 82 to 110 cm

Easy to set up

NEW

Electric adjustment

Technical date
Antistatic standard worktops and scratchproof laminate in a
black frame.
Dimension of standard Worktops 150x85cm depth
Shelf repositionable along the column, avaiable both
150x35cm depth
Standard kit electrification wired 220V – 16A included
General switch breaker
Switch and bivalent socket for ceiling lamp
2 bivalent sockets
3 Schuko sockets
Illumination wired quickly with plug connector
Light lamp with rail for tools electric and pneumatic
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Anti-glare lamp with 2 x 36 W neon tubes with electronic starter
Upright profiles in 195cm
Adjustable legs (up/down)
Hard steel structure (15/10) ivory epoxy powder coated
Ral1013
Worktop motorized from 82cm to 110 cm
Electric switch for set up the worktop
Load capacity 150 kg equally distributed
Ergonomic workbenches
Easy to assembly in only 15 minutes.

How to compose the color code
Develop your perfect workbench using the table below. Fill in the blanks with codes (letters in brackets or numbers in bold) corresponding to yuor preferences.
KIND

lenght

depth

surface shelves

Wooden (L)

150 cm

35 cm

222 cm

Ivory scratchproof antistatic Black (N)
laminate (LA)
Wood (L)
Light grey scratchproof esd
laminate (LS)

Corner (ANG)

Static dissipative rubber

200 cm

Steel (M)

100 cm

20 cm

133 cm

30 cm
40 cm

RIP M

1 0 0

3 0

FRAME color

Steel with plastic ivory cover Aluminum (A)
RAL 1013 (LA)
Steel with plastic light grey RAL
7035 (LG)
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Wooden Shelf Length 150 cm Depth 35 cm Surface Static dissipative rubber and Frame Black
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Accessories KE workbenches

The basic structure of the benche is composed of two legs with side and back covers, along with a reinforcements bar under the
top. In case of bmotorized workbenches (150cm long) motors for the worktop lifting (between 82/110cm) are pre-wired inside the
two legs. The standard color are Ivory Ral 1013 and dark grey antique marble.

Motorized Structure KE 150 cm

Structure KE 200 cm

Switch for
up/down worktop

lenght

COLOR

150 cm

Ivory RAL 1013 (AV)

200 cm

Dark grey antique marble (GS)

222 cm

Light gray RAL 7035 (GC)

Corner (ANG)
Motorized workbenches (MOT)

KE STR
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Accessories KE workbenches

Worktops are made with panels of wood particles. Standard dimensions are 1500/2000/2220 (L) x 850 (W) x 27 (T) mm. Maximum
load 150Kg. Ergonomic and durable, they are available in three different coatings: static-dissipative rubber, scratchproof laminate
and scratchproof esd laminate.

worktop scratchproof antistatic laminate with black
frame

lenght

surface WORKTOP

150 cm

222 cm

Ivory scratchproof antistatic Black (N)
laminate (LA)
Wood (L)
Light grey scratchproof esd laminate (LS)

Corner (ANG) 100x100 cm

Static dissipative rubber (GS)

200 cm

FRAME color

PIA
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Accessories KE workbenches

Shelves are made with panels of wood particles and are ergonomic and durable. Standard dimensions are 1500/2000/2220 (L) x
350 (W) x 27 (T) mm. We have an other possibility with steel shelves for the duty load and this can be inclined for have a perfect
screen of insruments and ensure good taking at user in assembling fase. Thanks a PVC profile ensure ideal stability of objects
on the top of shelves. The 222 cm-workbenches is composed by two 100 cm-modular structures, so it can be equipped with two
steel shelves.

wooden shelf with a black frame

inclined steel shelves

KIND

lenght

depth

surface shelves

Wooden (L)

150 cm

35 cm

222 cm

Ivory scratchproof antistatic Black (N)
laminate (LA)
Wood (L)
Light grey scratchproof esd
laminate (LS)

Corner (ANG) 100x100 cm

Static dissipative rubber

200 cm

Steel (M)

100 cm

20 cm

133 cm

30 cm
40 cm

RIP
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FRAME color

Steel with plastic ivory cover Aluminum (A)
RAL 1013 (LA)
Steel with plastic light grey RAL
7035 (LG)

Accessories KE workbenches

Maxder's R&D has developed two different alimentation boxes. The standard vertical box can be easily affixed on the steel column with
adjustment in step of 35mm. The frontal wired panel includes: a 16A circuit breaker, a switch for the ceiling lamp, three 16A bivalent sockets
and three 16A schuko sockets. Boxes include up to four blind panels (100cm-version 2 blind panels, 133cm-version 3 blind panels and
200cm-version 4 blind panels) for immediate or future upgrade. Upon request pc or telephone sockets are available as well as residual-current
devices. In opposit workbenches configurations, Maxder can apply one vertical box with two independent wired panel (front and rear) and
supplies power to two different workbenches. The alternative box has a 45°degrees inclined alimentation steel bar fixed on columns and
placed on the worktop. The wired panel includes: a main power switch, a switch for the ceiling lamp, four 16A bivalent sockets and three
16A schuko sockets.

Standard vert
ical alimentati
on box

Wired panel for vertical alimentation box

Standard inclined alimentation box

Wired panel for inclin

ed alimentation box

KIND

lenght

sockets side

COLOR

Inclined (P)

150 cm

Singol (S)

Dark grey antique marble (GS)
Ivory RAL 1013 (AV)

Vertical (S)

100 cm

Singol (S)

Ivory RAL 1013 (AV)

133 cm

Double (D)

Light gray RAL 7035 (GC)

200 cm

ALI
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Accessories KE workbenches

Strong steel columns are provided with an easy to fix system (step 35mm) and can be quickly assembled with all other accessories. The columns height varies according to the chosen module: 88cm (low modulus), 132 and 160 (middle modulus), 195 (high
modulus). They must be assembled in pairs on the two side of the bench. Modules assembled opposite each other require only
four columns. Columns available are show in the table below.

low modulus

particular of easy
to fix system

high modulus
in opposit configuration

middle modulus

height

COLOR

88 cm

Ivory RAL 1013 (AV)

132 cm

Dark grey antique marble (GS)

160 cm

Light gray RAL 7035 (GC)

195 cm

KE COL
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Accessories KE workbenches

The perforated panel has a height of 47cm and is applied between the two columns at the desired level.
The 7 mm holes have a distance of 25mm.
On toolbar it is possible to put any kind of tool, thanks to a spring-loaded locking system which guarantees an excellent grip. The
222cm workbench is made up of two modules and then can be provided with two perforated penels of 100cm. The 150cm bench
can be supplied with a 133cm-perforated panel.

273
(10-15-20 cm)

264

Perforated pannel and tools holder by 133 cm

KIND

lenght

COLOR

Panel (P)

100 cm

Ivory RAL 1013 (A)

133 cm

Light gray RAL 7035 (G)

100 cm

Standard (S)

Tool holder (B)

274
(5-10-15-20 cm)

269

133 cm

PTR
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Accessories KE workbenches

The ergonomic footrest is adjustable in height on two different position (9 and 12cm).
The slide-out keyboard tray, to be applied under the desk, is made of durable shockproof material.

footrest

keyboard tray

CODE

KIND

DIMENSION

COLOR

6991

Footrest

45x35 cm

Black

6334

Keyboard tray

60x35 cm

Black
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Accessories KE workbenches

Box holding bars, made of steel, can be fixed on all the height of the columns and accommodate every kind of boxes equipped
with quick coupling system. On request Maxder can supply plastic boxes in different colors and ESD black. The 222cm workbenches is made up of two modules and can be equipped with two bars of 100cm. Instead, 150cm-benches are equipped with a
133cm bar.

Steel suspension rail with esd boxes

lenght

COLOR

100 cm

Ivory RAL 1013 (A)

133 cm

Light gray RAL 7035 (G)

200 cm

BPC
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Accessories KE workbenches

Drawers can be set both left and right under the worktop and are fitted with locks. If more drawers are needed, a chest of three
drawers with wheels can be provided (size 41x58x55cm).

380 mm
Ke workbench with drawer

drawers unit with three
drawers by wheels

550 mm

TIPO

height

COLOR

Drawer (1)

10 cm

Ivory RAL 1013 (AV)

15 cm

Light gray RAL 7035 (GC)

55 cm

Ivory RAL 1013 (AV)

Drawer unit (3)

Light gray RAL 7035 (GC)
Gray anthracite RAL 7021 (GA)

CAS
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Accessories KE workbenches

Under the structure can be applied four wheels, with brakes, which allow you to easily move the bench. Whells have a width of
22mm and a total height of 129mm. Maximum load with wheels is 150Kg.

KE workbenches with 4 wheels

f240 type

CODE

DIAMETER

COLOR

ESD

7101

100 mm

Gray

No

13950

100 mm

Black

Yes
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Accessories KE workbenches

The lighting kit is assembled under a steel shelf, supported by two arms attached to the columns. Twin neon tubes are grouped
in ceiling lights with anti-glare shield. LED tubes are put individually in slim ceiling lights and applied in pairs directly on the steel shelf. The 222cm workbenches are equipped with six 18W fluorescent tubes or four LED tubes of 15,3W. Instead, 150 and
200cm-bench is fitted or with two fluorescent tubes of 36W or two LED tubes of 20,5W. In front of the lamp, there is a toolsbar
with a sliding carriage that ease the use of suspended tools.

neon lighting and rail for tools
detail of siding piece slim

lampholders with leds tubes

long workbenches

KIND

COLOR

150 cm

Neon (N)

Ivory RAL 1013 (AV)

200 cm

LED (L)

Dark grey antique marble (GC)

222 cm

ILL
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Light gray RAL 7035 (GS)

Workbenches installations
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Workbenches installations

Aster
®®
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light ®

Workbenches installations
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